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AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT 
 

William Bee on  

The Stanley series  

Q: What inspired you to create Stanley and his 

community of rodent friends? 

 

A: I always loved the illustrations in Dick Bruna’s Miffy 

books, but I didn’t want to write the kind of stories 

usually suited to that age group (holiday, picnic, at the 

zoo, etc.). I thought maybe if I drew a few characters an 

idea might come along. 

 

Q: Why did you choose to design Stanley as a hamster?  

 

A: He was going to be a guinea pig, but I then thought 

that there are not many other animals that size, so 

switched to a hamster. I think with the exception of 

Shamus and Little Woo—who are shrews—hamsters are 

the most appealing of rodents. 

 And then I had the “eureka” moment of giving him a 

different job in each book, which always means there is 

something to write, but also that I only have to write it 

once. Also—big point, this—a hamster on a tractor is 

always more attractive than a person on a tractor! 

 

Q: How do you choose what kind of animals will be in 

Stanley’s community? 

 

A: Similar size animals, so no guinea pigs or rabbits, or 

birds—because being able to fly they would steal the 

show...and NO CATS! 

 

Q: What are some of the challenges of drawing Stanley 

and his friends as animals?  

 

A: Actually the main challenge—which was never 

solved—was that they do not look good dressed in 

clothes. 

Q: Everyone LOVES Little Woo! What inspired his 

name? Did you think Little Woo would be such a favorite 

among readers? 

 

A: “Shamus Shrew and Little Woo” trips nicely off the 

tongue. I like Little Woo, so I suppose I understand why 

others would: a nice shape, nice nose, and allowed to be 

mischievous.  

 

Q: How did you choose which occupations to give 

Stanley?  

 

A: It takes a whole team to decide that! Some are obvious 

(I think garage mechanic, farmer, and builder), others 

take a bit of thought, and some just do not seem right. 

Circus didn’t work, I do not want to do Doctor, and we 

are still trying to work out how to do Factory. The best 

jobs for a picture book usually involve activity, hence 

doctor—or book editor—are not visually interesting or 

entertaining enough in my opinion. 

  

Q: What has been your favorite of Stanley’s 

occupations?  

 

A: Garage mechanic I think.  

 

Q: What is your favorite Stanley story?  

 

A: Mailman is my favorite. I enjoyed creating all the 

houses. 

  

Q: What is Stanley’s favorite job? 

 

A: I do not know, but I guess maybe mailman as he gets 

to see all his friends. 
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Q: Why do you think the Stanley series resonates with 

young children so well? 

 

A: I have no idea! But I think they like the jobs aspect. 

And there is an appeal in getting things done in a 

day, then having your tea, a bath, and a nice warm 

bed. And yes, hamsters on tractors... 

  

Q: In Stanley the Mailman, why does Charlie get so 

many love letters? 

 

A: One of life’s mysteries...  

 

Q: Who is your favorite character is Stanley’s world? 

 

A: I do like them all, but you couldn’t have the books 

without Stanley. You need a sensible character to let the 

others be daft sometimes. Hattie is also sensible, and 

Shamus too.  

 

Q: Who is Stanley’s best friend? 

 

A: Tough one. Charlie is always a loyal helper, but I 

think Hattie might be Stanley’s best friend—she’s 

intelligent like him. 

 

Q: What is your process for creating/designing a picture 

book? 

 

A: I think it is important to remember it isn’t just me; 

there are my editors and art directors, smart and creative 

people at Jonathan Cape and Peachtree. First we agree on 

a job for Stanley—or, in the case of the board books, 

what they are to be. Then I draft out a story, and when we 

are all happy, I draft out the pictures. One joy of these 

books is that they all follow a pattern, so we have a 

vehicle on the cover, our “tool” pages, a building, the 

story, Stanley’s house, his tea or bath, and then bed time. 

So the books are the same but different. 

 

Q: If you were not an illustrator, what would your dream 

job be?  

 

A: I would like to be a problem solver of some sort. In 

industry. 

 

Q: What are you working on now? 

 

A: We are talking about the next Stanleys, and I am also 

working on a series of books about an artistic frog who 

lives in Paris, called Arty Farty. 
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REVIEWS 

“Order, balance, and contentment seem fundamental to 

the charm of the amiable series for young children.” 

—Booklist 

 

“The low-key blotting, squarish format, and thickly 

outlined illustrations in flat colors favorably recall  

Lucy Cousins’s books about mouse Maisy, who may 

have met in Stanley her congenial match.”  

―Horn Book Guide 

 

“Stanley and his fellow rodents are adorable…  

[L]ittle listeners are sure to come back to Stanley  

over and over, as he explores jobs and uses equipment 

sure to pique their interest.”  

―Kirkus Reviews 

 

“Set against a white backdrop, Bee’s flat, clean digital 

cartoons, framed by thick black outlines, make a bold, 

graphic impact, and the square trim size and padded 

cover give the package a satisfyingly chunky feel.” 

―Publishers Weekly 

 

“These simple books are great choices for younger kids 

to start looking at jobs, identifying colors, and hanging 

out with Stanley and his mice friends. For slightly older 

children, these titles could easily serve as early readers.” 

—School Library Journal 
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